		


From "Vitality, Energy, Spirit; A Taoist Sourcebook", 
Translated by Thomas Cleary


Calm spaciousness is the house of spiritual light; open selflessness is the abode of the Way. 


Don't be surprised, don't be startled; all things will arrange themselves. Don't cause a disturbance, don't exert pressure; all things will clarify themselves.


Let the mind be clear and open above, vast and unfixated below.


Human nature is developed by profound serenity and lightness, virtue is developed by harmonious joy and open selflessness.


If you can get through life in the world by developing your nature and embrace virtue to the end of your years, it can be said that you are able to embody the Tao.


Lao-tzu said:

Abandoning intellectualism, sages return to utter simplicity; resting their vital spirit, they detach from knowledge.  Therefore they have no likes or dislikes.  This is called great attainment.
To get rid of pollution and eliminate burdens, nothing compares to never leaving the source.  Then what action will not succeed?

Those who know how to nurture the harmony of life cannot be hooked by profit. Those who know how to join inside and outside cannot be seduced by power.

If you know the great and precious, where can you go and not succeed?
     

When the spirit controls the body, the body obeys; when the body overrules the spirit, the spirit is exhausted. Although intelligence is useful, it needs to be returned to the spirit.  This is called the great harmony.


What sages learn is to return their nature to the beginning 
and let the mind travel freely in openness.  What developed people learn is to link their nature to vast emptiness and become aware of the silent infinite.


Sages send the spirit to the storehouse of awareness and return to the beginning of myriad things.  They look at the formless, listen to the soundless.  In the midst of profound darkness, they alone see light; in the midst of silent vastness, they alone have illumination.
How is energy to be guarded?  This requires freedom from craving, clear openness and serenity, not acting impulsively.  The energy is to be placed in the mysterious pass, where it is brought to be nurtured and calmed.  Always free, the energy is then unified, whole, unfragmented, all-pervasive, without gaps.


In the work of preserving the spirit, it is important to stop rumination, with nothing coming out from within and nothing coming in from outside.  
With all signs of emotion gone, one plunges into a state of boundlessness, lightness, blissful fluidity, tranquil independence.


The mind is originally pure, the mind is originally calm; 
openness and freedom are both basic qualities of mind.  
When we govern the mind, this means we should keep it as it is in its original, fundamental state, clear as a mountain stream, pure, fresh, unpolluted, silent as an immense canyon free from clamor, vast as the universe, immeasurable in extent, open as a great desert, its bounds unknown. 



Study from books

The way to study from books requires that you avoid confusing your perceptions with literalism.  You should pick out the ideas, to accord with the heart.  Then set the book aside to search through the ideas to cull the principles.  Then set aside the principles to get the effect.  When you can get the effect, you can absorb it into the mind.  

After a long time, if you are completely sincere, the light of mind will naturally overflow, the spirit of knowledge will leap, all will be penetrated, all will be understood.

When you get to this point you should keep it in and nurture it.  Just do not let it gallop off, lest you lose in terms of essence and life.

If you do not find out the fundamental meaning of books, and merely want to have a large repertoire of information you can show off in front of people, your talents will not help you cultivate yourself.  Instead they will injure your spirit and energy.  Then even if you read a lot of books it will not help you on the way.

Once you have gotten the meaning of a book, you should store it away securely.  



Whatever you do, be attentive yet at peace.  
If the mind does not move, then you should let it be, leaving relaxation and intensification find their proper places.


Whether insight emerges slowly or quickly is not up to people.  Don't let yourself rush for it in trance.

When concentration trance does not seek insight, but insight arises spontaneously, this is called true insight.


Old habits dissolve day by day; new habits are not formed.
Nothing gets in the way; you are free from the cage of the world.


Practice this way for a long time, and you will naturally 
attain the Tao.


Compass Center Directions

If you use your will undividedly, then you solidify the spirit.  Just clarify the mind,  cut off rumination, tune the breathing until it is even, and maintain a calm, constant awareness.  Do not allow yourself to become oblivious or distracted.  Watch for your energy to become peaceful and harmonious; real people enter concentration herin.

In concentration you observe your inner state: when attention reaches it, evidence of it appears, and you notice a breath arising from the center of the compass, flowing continuously, steady yet lively.  Sustain this earnestly, listen to it mentally.  The six sense faculties become calm and steady, the womb breathing stabilizes; neither stopping nor counting it, you let it be as it is.  


As the creative energy opens and closes, the subtlety therein is inexhaustible.  After a while of this, you should forget energy and merge with spirit, returning completely to undifferentiated wholeness.  Reaching utter emptiness, keeping completely quiet, the mind does not stir, thoughts do not come and go, and profound calm is permanently stabilized.  This is what they call "real people breathing from their heels."  The use of the word heels means that the breathing is very deep.  This is the time when spirit and energy interact.


Lower your eyelids, close the senses, stop reverberations, detach from the body, part with knowledge, and you are near to sitting forgetting.  I urge you to spend the days silent, and refine a wish-fulfilling jewel.


What is essential to practice the Tao is to get rid of afflictions.  If afflictions are not removed, it is impossible to attain stability.  This is like the case of a fertile field, which cannot produce good crops as long as the weeds are not cleared away.  Cravings and ruminations are weeds of the mind; if you do not clear them away, concentration and wisdom do not develop.
Day and night, no matter what you are doing, you should attentively settle the mind.  If you are not yet able to attain peace, then you should calmly nurture it, not letting anything vex you; then you can gain a little peace and relaxation, and so can be naturally comfortable.  

Gradually taming the mind, it will become increasingly clear and deep.



As long as the mind is not yet clear, the eyes should not be closed in meditation.  It is first necessary to exert oneself to restore clarity, coolness, and serenity; then one may concentrate on the pocket of energy in the body.

After that it is like you are sitting on a high mountain gazing down at the foothills and rivers, like a lamp illuminating the sky, lighting up every recondite obscurity.



Once the spirit of mind is quiet, breathe naturally; I just keep this naturalness, and also focus attention downward. This is tuning the breath.

When spirit and breathing stay together, keeping their clarity and naturalness is called "not forgetting," going along with their clarity and naturalness is called "not forcing."  Not forgetting, not forcing, quietly, gently, the breath is vigorous and the mind is free.




From "The Book of the Heart; Embracing the Tao"
by Loy Ching-Yuen


Prelude


Gain and renown are hindrances
to students of the Way;
they taint our purity of heart.
Uncentered, how can we comprehend Tao?

Purifying our self-direction,
our emotions, and behavior in all endeavors,
one grows in understanding of the Way.
But individual abilities vary
and the exalted Way has many different rules.
To students of Tao, this sincere forewarning:
Only with a clear, honest spirit can we begin meaningful learning.
With an unsullied heart we may move even the immortals.
Debasing the Way, not even heaven forgives us.




On Purifying the Heart

1.


Two methods enable us to rectify our heart:
The first is study,
enriching our mind through practice and discipline;
training, studying until an inner light begins to grow within.
This seed of consciousness, the sages teach, should be nourished and kept in silence.

The second is the cultivation of Virtue.
A sincere student discovers the workings of Tao by overcoming all
manner of temptation.

Hordes of riches are outweighed in merit by a single word,
Virtue.


Cultivating goodness in the heart is like planting spring grass:
While its growth is imperceptible, day by day there is increase.
Evil in the heart is like the working of a rasp:
Daily we sense decrease through its honing.

With a proper heart we master the Way naturally.
Understanding its profundity we may use it effectively in our lives.
The key is discrimination between good and bad,
in loyalty without desire.



2.

The finest of moral integrities?
Sincerity, Square and true.
A sincere, tranquil heart is like a bright shining mirror,
uncontaminated by a single speck of dust.

Millions of secrets evolve from one similar source:
From roots, dust, emptiness.
Therein lies the one principle:
Buddha-nature lives in a pure, empty heart.
4.


No use fretting over gold, beauty, or fame;
nurturing these, how can we calm our fluttering heart?
Non-attachment brings deep truth,
and a truthful nature brings immortality.
Empty your heart.
Sit quietly on a mat.
In meditation we become one with the All;
Tao billows like the vapors in a mountain valley,
and its supernatural power wafts into our soul.



Cultivating the Heart


3.


In studying the changing of the constellations
we study the criterion of the universe;
in the alteration of clouds and rain
we see clearly the harmony of nature.

Tao is a mysterious presence;
it eludes the sharpest tracker.
Acquiring knowledge of the Way
we must return to simple beginnings
that come naturally, like the rules of music.
As the mist lifts
and stars usher forth the moon,
we see the true path winds all around us.
On Tao


2.


No time to lose worrying about enlightenment;
forget about ambition- hide your talent in the coal shed:
Let your wisdom speak for itself.

The power of the sword lies not in anger
but in its unsheathed beauty:
in potential.
The marvel of ch'i is that, internalized,
it radiates in flow like a golden shaft of light
anchoring our spirit
with the universe.




On Enlightenment


6.

Students of Tao must appreciate one thing:
Every day, mindful practice.
When the mind is disciplined
then the way can work for us.
Otherwise, all we do is talk of Tao;
everything is just words;
and the world will know us as its
one great fool.
2.


Ambition.
We want to scale the steepest cliffs to lofty heights.
But forget about ambition; get on with the work of climbing,
this is what the sages tell us.
Vinegar has its own sweetness. 


Wisdom is real wealth:
its rays shine forth like supple gold.
Forge your skills till they too shine like treasure:
Then the knowing see power 
in the corners of your smile.


3.


Cultivating goodness in the heart,
we are rewarded with goodness as vast as green meadows.

Since ancient times, among all peoples
Virtue has embodied the Way,
though true Tao has no shape
and is discerned only as the fruitful path.

But no more talking about it- right practice
means aching limbs.




Silence the tongue.
Sit still, notice the incense that envelops the entire room.
Practicing one's art dutifully, 
positioning oneself to aid the flow of ch'i-
this is a practical way of savoring heaven.

From  "Awakening to the Tao"
by Liu I-Ming, Translated by Thomas Cleary



Grafting Peaches and 
Grafting Plums

When a peach tree is old, graft on a young branch and it will again bear peaches.  When a plum tree is old, graft on a young branch and it will again bear plums.  This is because even when a tree is old it still has energy in its roots.

What I realize as I observe this is the Tao of grafting when people grow old.  People age because they indulge in emotions and passions- a hundred worries affect their minds, myriad affairs weary their bodies.  Expending their vitality, exhausting their spirit, they take the false to be real and take misery for happiness.

Their living potential is cut away to the point where it nearly perishes entirely, their nature is disturbed and their life is shaken.  Because the root is unstable, they grow old and die.  This cannot be attributed to fate, for they bring it on them-selves.

If people know enough to regret their errors and change, cut off emotional entanglements, get rid of addictions to intoxicants, sensuality, and possessions, look upon wealth and status as ephemeral clouds, regard power and profit as like bandits and enemies, then everything will be empty for them, and they will not be attached to anything.

Concentrating the energy like a baby, being abstemious, storing the vitality and nurturing the spirit, getting rid of illusions and returning to reality, fostering the growth of the root at all times, walking every step on the right path, increasing true thought and diminishing false thought, truly sincere within and without, integrated with the design of nature, they can thereby be rejuvenated.

This is like the way of grafting a young branch onto an old tree.  An ancient adept said, "Even at the age of seventy or eighty, as long as you still have one breath left in you, restoration is possible."  This is true.



The Crane and  the Tortoise

The crane is good at nurturing the spirit, so it lives for a thousand years.  The tortoise is good at nurturing energy, so it can survive a century without food.

What I realize as I observe this is the Tao of prolonging life.  If people are able to humbly lower themselves, to be yielding, plain, and sincere, not wasting energy but always nurturing energy, then they will be full of energy.  If people can be free from cognition and rumination, have few desires and little ambition, not belabor their spirit but always maintain their spirit, then their spirit will be complete.

When energy is full and the spirit is complete, the root is stable and the foundation is secure.  Thus you can extend your life span, pronging life without deterioration.  The crane and the tortoise can live long, even though one only keeps its spirit complete and one keeps only its energy complete; how much the more so when both spirit and energy are kept complete- how could you fail to live long?

The Flourishing of Trees,
the Extension of Streams

When roots of a tree are deep, its leaves naturally flourish.  When the source of a stream is abundant, its flow naturally extends far.  This is the way it is with that which has a basis.
     
What I realize as I observe this is the Tao of preserving and maintaining the fundamental.  The original vitality, original energy and original spirit of human beings are the wellspring of essence and life.  When the original vitality is undiminished, the body is complete.  When the original energy is undamaged, life is secure.  When the original spirit is unobscured, the essence is clear.

When the body is whole, life is secure, and the essence is clear, then myriad things cannot move you, Creation cannot constrain you; your nature and destiny are up to you, not up to Heaven.

This is like leaves flourishing when the roots of the tree are deep, the flow of a stream extending far when its source is abundant.  When the basis is established, the Way develops; the living potential is ever present and never ceases.

Most people, however, do not know enough to preserve and maintain the fundamental; instead they act on the outgrowths, imagining falsely that they will thereby attain the Tao.  This is like looking for fish in a tree- it will turn out to be in vain after all.  Is this not foolish?






Elm Sheaths, Shepard's
Purse, and Wheat


In spring most things sprout, but the elm sheaths fall.  In autumn most things grow dormant, but the shepard's purse and wheat grow.  This is the representation of negativity within positivity and positivity within negativity.

What I realize as I observe this is the Tao of combined use of benevolence and duty.

Benevolence is the soft path, based on compassion and love.  Duty is the hard path, based on judgment and administration.  If one is only benevolent, without duty, then love will lack distinction of right and wrong.  If one is dutiful without benevolence, then judgment will become oppressive.  Both of these states miss the center.

When benevolence and duty are used together, then there is decisiveness within benevolence, so that right and wrong do not get mixed up; there is flexibility within duty, so that there is no dogmatic rigidity.  Thus the path of balance and harmony is not lost.


